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Impressions of an American Accountant in Europe
By A . W. KRITZBERG, New York Broad Street Office
E growing investments of American
THbusinesses
in Europe and the large demand of European borrowers for American
credit have opened a field to the American
accountant that is wide in scope and affords
a fine opportunity for service to the Ameri-

can lender, the European borrower, and
the American business man with foreign
interests.
However, the accountant trained and
with experience in American procedure has
much to learn about the methods em-
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In Central Europe, the bulk of the work
ployed in European countries. This was
at
present is in connection with the financbrought to my attention in connection
ing
of utilities and manufactories. The
with the audit of English branches of
American banks. Some of the outstanding American accountant comes into the picdifferences in procedure as between Ameri- ture through investigations for New York
houses of issue, in connection with their
can and English banks are:
In Great Britain there are no bills underwritings of securities. The work is
purchased as we know them in this not strictly auditing. It takes on more the
country. Instead of discounting notes color of an examination to ascertain that
at his bank, the borrower finances him- earnings, either realized or potential, are
self by drawing drafts which are ac- adequate to cover fixed charges, sinking
cepted by his bank and thereby become funds, or other necessary requirements.
clean banker's acceptances and have a In this work the accountant must be
particularly alive to the possibilities of inready market.
The system of control of window flation and hiding of facts, such as capitaliztickets issued for securities in transfer ing expenses or overstating earnings
appeared to be extremely loose and no through any one of a dozen devices.
reliance could be placed on the possession
These examinations are extremely broad
of such tickets as an evidence of the in their scope. As side lights on our
existence of securities with others, so findings, it is becoming common practice to
that it became imperative to verify such submit graphs, charts, statistical tables,
items by confirmation. This is even and maps to illuminate the results. This
more important than it is in the States. is commendable and worthy of much conStraight loans to borrowers on an sideration, as the busy executive can grasp
unsecured basis are made by the banks a situation by the trend of these data
by granting an overdraft line, the debit more readily than by the perusal of combeing carried in the deposit account. parative figures.
American banks have adopted this
In Greece and Turkey businesses carried
method of making dollar loans to foreign on in a very leisurely manner. The usual
banks, but ordinarily we think of an office hours during the summer months are
overdraft here as being an overnight from nine until one and from four in the
arrangement; whereas, abroad it is the afternoon until seven. Extreme heat in
normal way of granting credit to a the middle of the day makes it practically
borrower, either small or large.
impossible to work during that time.
In general, it is found that the deposit
In these countries, the use of checks is
accounts contain numerous items which generally limited to the large companies.
do not properly belong in that grouping This frequently necessitates having on
on the balance sheet and which must hand large quantities of paper currency for
be analyzed in order to classify them for the transaction of business.
statement purposes.
M y contact in the Near East was in conIt will be seen from the foregoing that nection with a company purchasing tothe accountant going abroad must ap- bacco for a large cigarette company. One
proach his work with an open mind and a of the outstanding difficulties in this situagood idea of what he requires, or he will tion was our inability adequately to check
quickly find himself in difficulties if he tries disbursements in connection with purchases
to follow habitual procedure as practiced of tobacco. The agents of the company
here. The properly trained accountant will are supplied with large amounts of cash
find no difficulty in adapting himself to the which they use in making advances to the
new systemic condition.
growers from time to time as the crop
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matures. These advances constitute an far apart. One speaking English, French,
option on the crop. In addition, the and German gets along as far as traveling
agents usually make all the disbursements and living are concerned, but in auditing
for the purchase of tobacco and expenses books kept in a language not familiar to the
in connection therewith. For these dis- auditor, the services of an interpreter are
bursements, the company must rely on required, thus increasing the difficulty of
the integrity of its agents to a great extent the work. While the interpreter may be
as it is often practically impossible to capable as far as conversation is concerned,
obtain vouchers, receipts, or other evidence he is not usually familiar with technical
of payment from the recipients of the accounting terminology in the different
funds disbursed.
languages.
Unfamiliarity with the language is anThe writer found the Europeans very
other problem. The countries are small in pleasant to deal with and had their comarea, the work is varied, and the locations plete cooperation at all times.

